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Abstract: The future of Internet communications is trending at Internet-of-Things (IoT) and furthermore: Internet-of-Everything (IoE) 

with Wireless networks deployed. But most important in the development of wireless networking is the security issue. Computer and 

networking security will be the great wall built over systems and networks. In this scientific research paper the weakness of Wi-Fi passwords 

over protocol WPA2 in a controlled network environment is tested along with WPS protocol. The open source operating system KALI LINUX 

is used by the means of instrument “aircrack-ng” and “bully”.   
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1. Wireless networks as an entry point of attackers

The technological evolution in Wi-Fi devices has determined a 

world-wide development of Internet radio access. Nevertheless, 

security of Wi-Fi network access is still the main concern. To 

maintain wireless security, in a chronological view the protocol 

„Wired Equivalency Privacy“ (WEP) was first deployed. But only a 

few years were needed to prove its flaw against “Brute force 

attacks”. For the cybersecurity weakness of WEP it is recommended 

to be avoided for usage nowadays. The next generation security 

protocol was „Wi-Fi Protected Access“ (WPA) and more specific – 

the first version of WPA. But due to weak cryptographic hash-

algorithms, it was proven that WPA is not the ideal decision for 

open infrastructure networks such as radio networks for Internet 

access. In response to this threat, engineers, computer security- and 

network security experts have proposed second version of WPA: 

WPA-2 with the use of new „Secure Hash Algorithm“ (SHA). This 

is recognized as revolution in the protocol for network password 

(passphrase) exchange. Figure 1 shows a CCMP header for storing 

the SHA message digest which is used to calculate the so called 

„MIC“ code (Message Integrity Code). 
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Fig. 1 Information headers of the protocol WPA-2 [1]. 

A network password is recommended while installing wireless 

access, which will keep the data transfer secured. This password 

will create CCMP header and MIC-code. Important for the network 

security is the complexity of the password. That’s why a lot of 

service providers have specific requirements for passphrase 

creation. Despite the cryptographic means to secure the password 

while exchanging it between the end devices (STAs) and the access 

points (APs), brute force attack instruments and dictionaries have 

the power to “unlock” the locked network. This is a tradeoff with 

computational delay, but seems legit for a specific and important 

networks. Unauthorized access could be achieved if the attack 

machine has enough computational power, and the attacker –

enough skills. This is why Botnets with zombie computers are sold 

in dark net – ensuring processor time for enormous calculations. It 

seems that having all the necessary power, one can crack the 

password and penetrate into someone’s wireless network. 

Some methods of attack instruments usage will be explained 

and results will be shown in this research paper. It should be said 

that the network is controlled and no harm to public equipment is 

done, as well as no law was violated and personal data exposed. The 

methods of attack are brute force and dictionary destined for 

password cracking, but also a security flaw in WPS mechanism will 

be tested. 

2. A model of Wi-Fi network for investigation

A multifunctional device for wireless internet access „Huawei 

HG530“ by „Huawei Technologies“ will be used for this 

cybersecurity research. As an end device a smart phone with 

operating system Android v4.2.2 is used. The attacking system is 

mobile computer with OS KALI LINUX, 2 GB RAM and Intel 

Core i5 processor (see fig. 2). 

Fig. 2 Local Wireless test network 

The KALI operating system uses a wide variety of network 

penetration test instruments, including “Aircrack”, which are 

updated regularly. The free distribution helps all age audience with 

different technical skills to experience networks and systems 

security testing. The common well-known attack for the wireless 

networks is “Man-in-the-Middle” (MITM). Intrusions in social 

networks infrastructures are prohibited, and for this reason, a 

separate wireless network is built for the research purpose. The 

limited resources, like processing time and RAM memory in the test 

machine lead to possible variations in the results obtained with 

different equipment. In this research, two test destinations will be 

used: 

- network access by WPA-2 passphrase cracking;

- network access by WPS PIN exposure.

The process of password cracking requires correlation between

the real hashed password and a dictionary built hash-value. 

Rainbow tables help hash values creation. Usage of pseudorandom 

strings for passphrases is also possible for comparison with 

password hashes. For the purpose of this research, a 16-GB 

dictionary called „BIG WPA LIST“ is downloaded free from the 

world wide web. Important comment here is that the research was 

made in Bulgaria, and the language of the password list is English 

with English semantics. 

There are two kinds of password exchange in WPA-2 protocol: 

- Personal exchange between two associated devices

(WPA2 Personal) and

- Server-controlled exchange (WPA2 Enterprise).

In this research the first option will be used – lack of centralized 

WPA-2 password sharing server. The password will be exchanged 

between Supplicant and Access point Authenticator only. In „WPA-

2 Personal“ mode, the pre-shared key combines with the “Service 
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Set Identificator” (SSID) to build the Pairwise Master Key (PMK). 

The client and the server (authentication server, AP) exchange this 

PMK for calculation of Pairwise Transient Key (PTK).  

STA AP STA

IEEE 802 1X Controlled 

Port Blocked

IEEE 802 1X Controlled 

Port Blocked

IEEE 802.11 Association Response

IEEE 802.11 Association Request (Security Parameters)

IEEE 802.11 Open system Authentication Response

IEEE 802.11 Probe Response (Security Parameters)

IEEE 802.11 Probe Request

IEEE 802.11 Probe Response (Security Request)

Fig. 3 The process of network association between end device (STA) and 

access point (AP) using WPA2 Personal [1]. 

As a starting point the establishment of sniffing mode in the 

attacking system is used. It will ensure eavesdropping and capturing 

all the traffic sent over the wireless network including CCMP 

headers form WPA-2. This paper is by no means presented for 

attacking education, but only for research goals. Main point is 

exposing password cracking times in accordance with password’s 

length and relative complexity. 

The further network penetration attempts are pointed to WPS 

router PIN riddle. For this reason, the instrument “Bully” in Kali 

will be used. The methodology here tries to remotely 

activate/deactivate WPS service multiple times until a gesture of the 

PIN number is successful.   

3. Vulnerabilities assessment and attack

Two types of attack will be performed in this research – one 

through WPA-2 password exchange, and the other to WPS Router 

PIN exchange. 

3.1. WPA-2 Personal mode dictionary password attack 

For a dictionary attack execution, the first requirement is 

position of the attacking system in area of target network 

electromagnetic signals coverage. As shown in fig. 4, a 

communication session (red color elipses) is captured with 

receiving level -31 dBm. The received signal level reveals it is a 

laboratory composition and attacker is very next to the target – 

about 2 meters in distance. Real life experiments prove signal levels 

about –80 dBm for 10 meters distance and more. 

Fig. 4 WPA-2 protocol communication session capture in target network 

between STA and AP 

After successful session eavesdropping, the next task is 

listening for and extracting only those packets, containing session 

key material, which are generated by means of user passwords for 

network access. Such packets are exchanged in network 

initialization and first network access attempts by the user. The 

series of commands „aireplay-ng“ [3] provide attack mechanism to 

deauthenticate user associated to an access point. After successful 

deauthentication, the end station begins new AP reconnection 

attempts, initiating new handshake process which in turn contains 

the key material in CCMP headers. Having those CCMP headers 

captured and saved in a file, the attacking system can start 

dehashing attempts and offline mode of password dictionary 

decryption.     

The commands used in the attacking system follow the order 

shown: 
1: airodump-ng –c 9 --bssid 10:C6:1F:6D:0C:B4 –w PAROLA wlan0mon 

2: aireplay-ng -0 1 –a 10:C6:1F:6D:0C:B4 –c 84:2E:27:F6:8C:72 wlan0mon 

3: aircrack-ng –w spisakpass.lst -b 10:C6:1F:6D:0C:B4 PAROLA.cap 

The last command issues the attack comparing the “.lst”-file 

with the “.cap”-file captured form the target physical MAC-address 

during real network traffic. The “.cap”-file contains key 

information, and the “.lst”-file contains hashed values.   

3.2. Wi-Fi Protected Setup (WPS) router PIN attack 

Despite direct network password attack, another way to analyze 

vulnerability is to test the additional function of wireless routers, 

named WPS. Wi-Fi Protected Setup™ is an optional certification 

program based on technology designed to ease the setup of security-

enabled Wi-Fi networks in home and small office environments. 

Wi-Fi Protected Setup supports methods (pushing a button, entering 

a PIN, or using NFC) that are familiar to most consumers to 

configure a network and enable security [4]. In other words, WPS is 

a technology that helps users in remembering network credentials 

by routers and omitting the need to reenter network password every 

time a router connects to a known network. There are total of 13 

messages sent over the protocol WPS. The end station is called 

Registrar, and the Access point is called Enrolee in WPS (fig. 5). 

Fig 5. WPS messages exchange [4] 

All major router and access point vendors have WPS protocol 

installed, therefore a lot of devices are vulnerable to this kind of 

attack. WPS is often enabled by default and implemented without 

any kind of blocking mechanism to prevent brute force attacks 

making this vulnerability even worse. Stefan Viehböck, as a 

security researcher, had reported a WPS design and implementation 

flaw in December 2011 making brute-force attacks against PIN-

based routers feasible. Another researcher - Dominique Bongard 

discovered the Pixie Dust attack [5] in 2014. But it works for the 

default WPS implementation of several chip makers only. This 

attack focuses on a lack of randomization when generating the E-S1 

and E-S2 "secret" Nonces. 

An example WPS attack works as follow: 

- if the WPS registration fails at some point, the Registrar will

send a NACK message; 

- if the attacker receives a NACK message after sending

message 4, he knows that the first half of the PIN was incorrect; 

- if the attacker receives a NACK message after sending

message 6, he knows that the second half of the PIN was incorrect. 

By this mechanism, the number of PIN combinations decreases 

significantly. 

An attack tool called Reaver has been released to get WPS 

enabled devices PIN, and has been tested against a wide variety of 

WPS implementations. Another WPS attack instrument is Bully in 

Kali. Usage of those instruments should be strictly performed under 

control, having customer privacy untouched! 
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The commands for using Reaver instrument are as follows: 

1. #ifconfig wlan0 up 

2. #airmon-ng start wlan0 

3. #airodump-ng mon0 

4. #reaver –i mon0 –b 10:c6:1f:6d:0c:84 –c 10 –vv 

If the instrument used is Bully in Kali root user, the command 

row is the following: 

1: #cd bully 2: #ls 3: #cd src 4: # ls   5: ./bully.py 

With the row above, Bully had been started in Python mode. To 

put data for Bully to calculate, it is the Wi-Fi details explored by 

“airmon-ng” commands as follows: 

6: #airmon-ng start wlan0mon 7: wash –i wlan0mon 

The Wi-Fi data in interest is the target router with WPS service 

enabled. BSSID and ESSID data, along with “channel“ and “ignore 

lockout” commands should be entered in the Bully dialogue box. 

The WPS PIN number brute force calculation is the further process. 

4. Flaws found 

The wireless network vulnerability will be defined from the 

time needed to compare and decrypt the password for network 

access. Table 1 shows experimental times observed from the 

attacking KALI LINUX system. 

Table 1: WPA-2 password cracking times. 

password as a symbol string 
/  

crack calculation time* 

 dictionary 

attack 
[seconds] 

brute force attack 
[seconds] 

badpassword 360 980 

mypassword 300 800 

asdfghjk 70 620 

DarthVader 2560 9300 

DartVeidar6969?# ∞ ∞ 

1qaz!QAZ 5650 7560 

qwertyuiopQWERTYUIOP 13890 ∞ 

1234!@#$ 13170 12820 

1qaz2wsx!QAZ@WSX 9940 ∞ 

054886034 7010 9370 

telefon054853647 ∞ ∞ 

IstinskiSigurni3Paroli? ∞ ∞ 

*Note: Crack time calculations are limited to 4 astronomical 

hours, dictionary content and system parameters. 

By analyzing the time needed for password cracking is obvious 

that having enormous database of predefined passphrases seems to 

be the key to success. On one hand, dictionary attack is appropriate 

when the attacker has some a priori knowledge of the target 

network. Language semantics on the other hand are very important 

to be taken in mind. Bulgarian semantics written in Latin language 

show lack of vulnerability as for wireless network access! But some 

elementary passphrases as the words “mypassword” or “1qaz!QAZ” 

are already in the database of password dictionaries. Other 

passwords like “DartVeidar6969?#” and “telefon054853647” were 

impossible to crack for this limited research experiment. So, despite 

the short time for cracking some passphrases, others were decently 

unachievable.   

In order for the networks to be highly secured, the usage of 

random strings, numbers and special symbols is recommended, 

covering predefined requirements, limitations and fuzzy logic as 

shown in [2] for decision making. However, this research was for 

WPA-2 Personal (PSK) protocol mode. The WPA-2 Enterprise 

protocol mode has more secure properties, compared to WPA-2 

Personal, having the ability of centralized server password 

exchange. Deauthentication attacks between STA and AP are not 

useful for this protocol mode. Therefore, WPA-2 Enterprise for 

wireless network security is recommended. The mechanisms 

ensuring privacy and integrity in CCMP headers are cyber secure 

only when combination between unique password strings and AES 

algorithm is used.  

 
Fig 6. Successful WPS PIN and WPA decryption [6]  

As for WPS vulnerability, the attack attempts only for router 

PIN knowledge. Thus making it vulnerable to brute force attacks. 

Discovering the PIN exposes the WPA/WPA2 PSK found in 

ConfigData field which contains the WLAN settings and 

Credentials for the Enrollee [6]. The WPS attacks rely on much 

quicker method discovering the PIN, compared with brute forcing 

the PSK. The WPS attack method drastically decreases the 

maximum possible authentication attempts needed (from 108 to 

104). It should be had in mind that the last digit of the PIN 

calculates a checksum of the first digit through seventh digit. As a 

result, there are no more than 104+103=11 000 attempts needed to 

find the correct PIN. PIN calculation time reduces to less than 4 

hours, allowing an attacker to try all PIN combinations possible. 

Important thing to be mentioned here is the distance between the 

attacker and the target. The closer it is, the faster are crack times. 

Table 2: WPS PIN number cracking times. 

password as a PIN number /  

crack calculation time* 

Bully attack 

[minutes] 

Reaver attack 

[minutes] 

12345678 150 240 

20156589 365 255 

79035071 430 475 

*Note: Crack time calculations are limited to 8 astronomical 

hours, distance to target = 3meters, and system parameters. 

Since this vulnerability can only be patched with a firmware 

update, it is recommended to apply one of the following 

recommendations: 

- if allowed by your WPS unit, disable the WPS feature using 

your WEB management interface then configure your wireless 

connectivity manually; 

- check your WPS device vendor’s support website for updated 

firmware, and in a corporate network, as administrative personnel, 

keep monitoring the air interface usage if possible.  
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